


� Data is generated in
companies

� Resides in companies
� Used by companies
� DB-literate users

Then

� Data is generated
by everyone

� Resides everywhere
� Used by everyone
� Non-DB literate users

Now



Ben Shneiderman (2002)

�The old computing was about
what computers could do; the new
computing is about what people

can do�





















Performance

Function-
alities

Usability





ACM SIGCHI (1992)

�concerned with the design, evaluation and
implementation of interactive computing
systems for human use and with the study
of major phenomena surrounding them�



Studying and improving usability is part of
Human-Computer Interaction (HCI).

Usability and good UI design are closely related



� Interface provides/conveys the only
view of the �underlying� systemView

� Usable software sells betterPerception

� Users blame themselves for UI failings
� People who make buying decisions are

not always end-users
Superficiality



�Always should have �good� interfaces.
Computing time (power) is getting
cheaper but users� time isn�t..�

�If the user can�t use it, it doesn�t work�

Ben Shneiderman



Easy-to-use “dummy”
visual interfaces are key
to the spread of data
management tool to
wider community.



Strive for consistency.
Give shortcuts to the user.
Offer informative feedback.
Make each interaction with
the user yield a result.

Offer simple error handling.
Permit easy undo of actions.
Let the user be in control.
Reduce short-term memory
load on the user.

How do these �rules� impact data management?
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Strive for consistency.
Give shortcuts to the user.
Offer informative feedback.
Make each interaction with the user yield
a result.

Offer simple error handling.
Permit easy undo of actions.
Let the user be in control.
Reduce short-term memory load on the
user.









Visual Action-aware Indexer

Visual Action-aware Query
Processing Engine

Data-driven Visual Query
Interface Manager

Visual Action-aware Query
Performance Simulator

Graph DB



Goal 1









time
Query formulation Query processing





T(m) + T(s) + T(d) + T(e)



�Computing time (power) is getting cheaper but users� time isn�t..�









Goal 2





Goal 3



Solution



0 < T(opt) < T(m) + T(s)



Challenge











Visual Action-aware Indexer

Visual Action-aware Query
Processing Engine

Data-driven Visual Query
Interface Manager

Visual Action-aware Query
Performance Simulator

Graphs GraphsGraphs Graphs







Broad goal
Pervasive desire to stimulate a cultural shift in our thinking by

bringing together HCI and data management to �work� together






